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This paper examines the psychological mechanism by which digital workers translate

self-rated creativity into other-rated creativity (novelty and usefulness). Specifically,

we explore digital workers' creative self-efficacy as an explanatory mechanism while

we investigate psychological entitlement as a boundary condition. We test our

research model on a sample of digital platform workers (245 working professionals

on Amazon Mechanical Turk) and 167 digital experiment participants. The results of

both studies converge in supporting the moderated-mediation model leading up to

novelty as a criterion of creativity, but not usefulness. Implications for the study of

creativity and digital work are discussed.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Creativity, which refers to the generation of novel and potentially use-

ful ideas (Amabile, 1983) as defined within a social context (Plucker

et al., 2004), is a crucial stepping stone of individual, group and organi-

zational innovation (Mumford et al., 2012). The majority of creativity

research in organizations has moved towards evaluating creativity

more ‘objectively’, through ratings of peers, supervisors or indepen-

dent raters (Gralewski & Karwowski, 2013). However, self-rated crea-

tivity, defined as subjective ratings individuals assign to their own

creative work, is also important, as it provides insight into how an

individual perceives their creative thoughts and processes (Silvia

et al., 2012). Moreover, the distinction between self-rated and other-

rated creativity is important to acknowledge, as others may recognize

an individual's creative work as novel but not necessarily as useful

(e.g. Ng & Feldman, 2012). Put differently, genuine creativity needs to

incorporate both criteria of creativity: usefulness and novelty (Runco &

Pritzker, 2011).

Challenges derived from the self- and other-rated creativity

assessment gap have been recognized for several decades in tradi-

tional work settings (Eisenman & Robinson, 1968). However, the

explanatory mechanisms and boundary conditions that may reliably

translate self-rated creativity into other-rated creativity remain

unclear (Miron-Spektor & Beenen, 2015; Zhou et al., 2017). More-

over, the implications of this line of inquiry might be particularly

salient in digital work settings, as contextual conditions may vary in

their stimulation of the expression of individuals' creativity

(e.g. Oldham & Baer, 2012). This is because digital workers often must

convince their employers (e.g. outsourcers) of the quality of their crea-

tive work, which is often challenging, due to the lack of interaction

with and/or feedback from the outsourcers (Bunjak et al., 2021;

Gamber et al., 2022; Wong et al., 2021). Digital workers, defined as

gig workers or crowdworkers (Kuhn, 2016), are platform-mediated

but often self-employed, engaging in either complex problem solving

or conducting routine tasks via the Internet (Gandini, 2019; Palacios

et al., 2016). These workers are considered an important and growing

source of organizational innovation through which outsourcers

obtain ideas, services and content from the online community

(Bergvall-Kåreborn & Howcroft, 2014). Although these workers

account for a significant (and growing) segment of the global econ-

omy, many organizations still have a limited understanding of how to

support their creativity effectively (Bunjak et al., 2021; Oldham & Da
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Silva, 2015; Wong et al., 2021). Scholars point to this research topic

as understudied, for example, ‘it is astonishing how little attention the

information systems discipline has paid to the human phenomenon of

creativity and how it unfolds in socio-technical processes’ (Seidel

et al., 2010, p. 235).

To address this gap, this study aims to investigate the following

research question: How can gig workers ensure their creativity recog-

nition by translating self-rated creativity into other-rated (i.e. by out-

sourcers) creativity in digital work settings? More specifically, given

that there are little external stimuli available to gig workers

(Martinez, 2015; Wong et al., 2021), we examine their self-regulatory

mechanisms as a means leading to potentially successful creativity

recognition by outsourcers. To do so, we utilize self-regulation theory

(Baumeister, 1998) which posits that individuals self-regulate their

behaviours to meet their outsourcers' external expectations on digital

labour platforms.

In this study, we propose and test gig workers' creative self-efficacy,

defined as one's belief in their own creative potential (Tierney &

Farmer, 2002, p. 1138) as a self-regulatory mechanism and psycholog-

ical entitlement as a boundary condition. Psychological entitlement,

defined as people's feeling that they are unique, special and deserve

more than others (Campbell et al., 2004; Zitek & Vincent, 2015), has

been previously theoretically linked to an individual's self-regulatory

mechanisms (e.g. Achacoso, 2006; Jiang et al., 2022). Both creative

self-efficacy and psychological entitlement are underlined by one's

self-regulatory processes and belief in their creative capabilities

(Haase et al., 2018; Harvey & Harris, 2010) and as such may determine

the extent to which gig workers' creativity will be recognized by out-

sourcers. Hence, we propose creative self-efficacy as an underlying

mechanism and psychological entitlement as a key boundary condition

in determining gig workers' creativity recognition on digital labour

platforms.

By doing so, the intended theoretical contributions of this study

are threefold. First, premised on the assumptions of creativity and

organizational psychology research, we explore and test the mecha-

nism of creative self-efficacy in digital work settings where digital

workers are highly reliant on creativity self-evaluations when deliver-

ing creative work to the outsourcers. The results of our study will

shed lights on the inconsistent results from previous research regard-

ing the link between creative self-efficacy and measures of creativity

(self- vs. other-rated creativity) (Haase et al., 2018; Kaufman

et al., 2010; Reiter-Palmon et al., 2012) highlighting the importance of

self-regulatory mechanisms when external stimuli from outsourcers

on digital labour platforms are limited.

Second, our study intends to contribute to the growing creativity

literature by reinforcing the distinction between the two dimensions

of creativity, novelty and usefulness (Miron-Spektor & Beenen, 2015;

Zhou et al., 2017). As indicated above, there are important differences

between self-rated and other-rated perceptions of creativity (Pretz &

McCollum, 2014), in that one's creative ideas may be recognized as

novel by others but not as potentially useful, and vice versa (Ng &

Feldman, 2012). In our study, we address this issue in a digital labour

context.

Third, psychological entitlement is often referred to as a negative

individual quality (e.g. Harvey & Martinko, 2009); however, in our

study, we propose it to be a beneficial factor in predicting gig workers'

creativity, because it may stimulate feelings of creative ideas' unique-

ness and originality. This inquiry contributes to a better understanding

of the positive aspects of psychological entitlement and gig workers'

creativity in the digital labour market. We tested our hypotheses in

two studies conducted on a crowdsourcing platform and in the

laboratory.

2 | THEORY AND HYPOTHESES

2.1 | Creativity in traditional versus digital settings

Stemming from classical research of creativity in traditional organiza-

tional settings, Oldham and Cummings (1996) consider an idea ‘novel’
if it entails either a recombination of existing materials or the intro-

duction of completely new materials. On the other hand, usefulness

(or appropriateness) as a criterion of creativity is rated by feasibility,

effectiveness or plausibility (Long, 2014).

The emergence of information and communication technology

has vastly changed many aspects of creative work (Schörpf

et al., 2017). Particularly, the steadily growth of digital work on the

Internet (Ceccagnoli et al., 2012; Kuhn, 2016) creates new forms of

work in the labour market. Digital labour platforms introduced

platform-mediated interaction between outsourcers and digital

workers, establishing a new format of employer–employee relations

(Barnes et al., 2015).

On such platforms, workers define their profiles, which opens

the opportunity for outsourcers to find individuals with different

qualifications and capacities that potentially match the creative tasks

they need to outsource. This new approach to work offers new crea-

tive opportunities for workers when managing their working time by

allowing them the freedom to accept or reject job offers (Barnes

et al., 2015). In addition, given that a large group of people can

deliver more refined solutions than a few elite people, digital crowd-

sourcing communities provide a new perspective for organizations to

externally find innovative and creative solutions to various problems

(Preece & Maloney-Krichmar, 2005). Crowdsourcing often pushes

the limits of creative thinking by enabling various activities, including

inventing and developing new project ideas and receiving recognition

for creative ideas from others (Bayus, 2010). These platforms

encourage new ways of thinking, enabling gig workers to generate

various creative outcomes and move beyond the already established

ways of performing their work (Ashford et al., 2018; Shalley &

Gilson, 2017).

Digital platforms can facilitate creativity through networking and

assistance from others in producing creative ideas (Baer, 2012;

Bruno & Canina, 2019; Dewett, 2003). When responding to various

task requests on digital platforms, gig workers have great access to

knowledge and information, which can stimulate imagination, connect

ideas from diverse sources and foster novel and useful approaches to
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creative problem solving (Bruno & Canina, 2019; Nickerson &

Sakamoto, 2010; Ren et al., 2014).

In addition to obtaining information, digital technology enables

interactions, although limited, with people from different back-

grounds, providing diverse expertise and knowledge that can further

ease the development of novel and useful ideas (Jabagi et al., 2019).

However, as previously noted, computer mediated activities may

either improve or hinder gig workers creativity. The absence of human

supervision or support may, for example, negatively influence one's

intrinsic motivation for creativity (Jabagi et al., 2019). Similarly, the

feedback that gig workers receive on their creativity is limited; hence,

gig workers need to engage in self-regulatory processes that will help

them organize and deliver creative work.

Therefore, it is important to identify the conditions that either

facilitate or constrain creativity in digital work settings (Bunjak

et al., 2021; Oldham & Da Silva, 2015; Wong et al., 2021). Muller and

Ulrich (2013) noted the advancement of creativity research in infor-

mation systems (IS), and particularly, in examining the social and tech-

nical factors that influence creativity in the IS context. However,

these researchers call for further exploration of digital workplaces and

personal psychological processes that may influence employee crea-

tivity. In what follows, we attempt to respond to these calls.

2.2 | Translating self-rated creativity into other-
rated creativity via creative self-efficacy

Both organizational behaviour and IS literature describe creativity as

an individual's capability to generate novel ideas that are rare, unusual,

useful and relevant to solving a certain problem (Connolly et al., 1993;

Fern, 1982). In the following sections, we conceptualize how crowd-

workers translate self-rated creativity into other-rated creativity, and

we hypothesize specific mechanisms and boundary conditions that

influence the strength of such a relationship.

2.2.1 | Self-rated versus other-rated creativity

Researchers have often questioned the accuracy of self-perception in

different fields (Bargh & Williams, 2006; Pronin & Kugler, 2007;

Wilson & Gilbert, 2003). Some earlier studies have used subjective

(self-rated) or more objective (other-rated) ratings to assess individual

creativity based on various methodological and substantive motives

(Ng & Feldman, 2012). Self-rated creativity reflects an individual's

subjective ratings and judgments of their creativity in achieving spe-

cific tasks (Furnham et al., 2008; Hughes et al., 2013; Pretz &

McCollum, 2014). Kaufman and Baer (2004) argued that self-ratings,

in certain cases, are considered the only proper assessment of creativ-

ity because individuals are much more aware of what makes their

ideas novel and useful than others, who base their opinions only on

what they see (Ng & Feldman, 2012).

However, self-ratings can also involve significant bias (Podsakoff

et al., 2003), because individuals tend to be less accurate about their

self-perceptions and often exaggerate their capabilities in an attempt

to create a positive self-view (Robins & John, 1997; Sedikides &

Gregg, 2008; Sedikides & Strube, 1997). Therefore, other-ratings

(e.g. by supervisors, peers or experts) increasingly demonstrate the

advantage of assessing individuals' creativity (Ng & Feldman, 2012).

For instance, supervisors' ratings are widely used to evaluate individ-

uals' creativity. However, neither self nor other-rated creativity is

devoid of biased judgements. Thus, scholars and practitioners are

motivated to understand how this gap between self-perceived and

objectively rated creativity can be reduced (Vazire & Mehl, 2008).

Unfortunately, as previously indicated, the self–other-rated creativity

gap can be more pronounced in digital work settings, where gig

workers are often exposed to a lack of communication and electronic

client feedback systems with outsourcers, but have to continuously

convince them of the quality of their creative work (Gamber

et al., 2022; Kuhn & Maleki, 2017; Wong et al., 2021). In the next sec-

tion, we suggest creative self-efficacy and psychological entitlement

as important factors that may help gig workers bridge the potential

gap between self-rated and other-rated creativity while ensuring the

recognition of their creative works on digital labour platforms.

2.2.2 | Creative self-efficacy and accuracy of
creativity evaluations

In response to the challenge of translating self-rated creativity into

other-rated creativity, scholars have recently alluded to opening the

black box to explore the underlying mechanisms of this relationship

(Galati, 2015; Millet et al., 2017). An individual's creative behaviour is

influenced by their beliefs about their capability to act creatively

(i.e. creative self-efficacy) (Haase et al., 2018). In traditional organiza-

tional settings, studies have indicated that self-rated creativity is gen-

erally positively associated with creative self-efficacy (Carmeli &

Schaubroeck, 2007; Reiter-Palmon et al., 2012; Silvia et al., 2012).

Other studies have shown that an increase in creative self-efficacy is

positively related to creativity rated by others across different work

domains (Carmeli & Schaubroeck, 2007; Tierney & Farmer, 2011).

Creative self-efficacy research has disclosed that when individuals

believe in their abilities and competencies, they feel more confident in

mastering their creative tasks (Chen et al., 2000; Stajkovic &

Luthans, 1998; Wong et al., 2021). The more individuals believe in

their ability to be creative, the more they can perform creatively,

increasing the chances of recognition from others for their creative

work. Moreover, empirical evidence has shown that creative self-

efficacy is positively correlated with other-rated creativity (Beghetto

et al., 2011), such as supervisors' ratings (see Tierney & Farmer, 2002,

2004).

Although researchers have found a positive association between

either self-rated creativity or other-rated creativity and creative self-

efficacy (Beghetto et al., 2011; Tierney & Farmer, 2002), the strengths

of these relationships vary in many studies. For example, the relation-

ship strength may depend on the context (i.e. traditional vs. digital

work settings), individual differences or the measurement used
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(Kaufman et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2002; Oldham & Baer, 2012; Pretz &

McCollum, 2014; Reiter-Palmon et al., 2012). Haase et al. (2018) indi-

cated that the relationship between creative self-efficacy and creativ-

ity is dependent on whether the actual creative output is self-rated or

other-rated. This implies that creative self-efficacy may serve as a

subjective individual evaluation of one's creative ability and as such

place less demand on other-ratings.

In one of the rare studies that explicitly focused on evaluation of

creativity in traditional work settings, Diedrich et al. (2015) investi-

gated how perceived novelty and usefulness contribute to the overall

evaluation of creativity. They found that although novelty and useful-

ness positively predict creativity, they play different roles when asses-

sing creativity. Interestingly, novelty was found to exhibit a stronger

positive relationship with creative behaviour than usefulness

(Diedrich et al., 2015). As noted, the assessment of novelty and use-

fulness may not always align, because the effects of contextual condi-

tions may influence these two criteria of creativity differently. Ideas

are considered novel if they are seen as relatively unique in compari-

son with already existing ideas on the marker, whereas in order for

ideas to be considered useful, they must bring value to the market in

the short or long term. Novelty has a ‘wow’ effect that is immediately

evident, without necessarily indicating long-term usefulness imple-

mentation potential, and as such, it is much easier to be presented on

digital platforms. Determining the usefulness (or appropriateness) of

ideas might be less straightforward, as the given answers must meet

specific expectations, or in fact, creative problem-solving savviness

(Diedrich et al., 2015).

Randel, Jaussi, and Wu (2011, p. 3) stated that employees ‘with

high creative abilities are more likely to be cognitively accessible to a

supervisor when the employees feel confident of successfully bringing

creative ideas to the attention of a supervisor’. In the context of crea-

tive work on digital labour platforms, high creative self-efficacy may

help gig workers garner their outsourcers' attention to convince them

that their ideas (e.g. a new product or improvement) are novel, ensur-

ing high other-rated creativity on novelty. Thus, similar to traditional

workplaces, in digital work settings, it might be easier to evaluate and

spot the novelty of ideas but not their usefulness. It has been shown

that human–technology interaction is enhancing one's novelty in ideas

(Shuxin et al., 2017), and novelty overall evokes happiness in people,

and it is making things interesting and easier for outsourcers to under-

stand and evaluate (Wang et al., 2019). Such underlying mechanism

might not work as effectively when outsourcers need to evaluate the

usefulness of gig workers' ideas, because these might need either out-

sourcers' close expertise in the field to understand the ideas or practi-

cal implication of ideas, taking additional time and resources for the

outsourcers. Moreover, even if gig workers believe in their creative

ability, it might be the case that they are more willing to exert extra

effort generating novel but not useful ideas when a small monetary

reward is offered in return for their creative work (Stewart &

Stanford, 2017). Following this logic, we suggest that creative self-

efficacy may mediate the link between gig workers' self-rated creativ-

ity and other-rated creativity for novelty, but not for usefulness. Thus,

we posit the following:

Hypothesis 1. Creative self-efficacy mediates the rela-

tionship between self-rated creativity and other-rated

novelty (a), but not usefulness (b) criterion of creativity.

2.3 | The boundary condition of psychological
entitlement

The inconsistent results of the relationship between creative self-

efficacy and creativity reported in the previous section indicate the

existence of boundary conditions that may moderate this relationship.

Scholars suggest that feeling psychologically entitled enhances an

individual's capability to think originally and generate more creative

ideas than others (Zitek & Vincent, 2015). Psychologically entitled

individuals perceive that they deserve better recognition, higher sala-

ries and special treatment. Interestingly, psychological entitlement is

often linked to negative consequences, such as selfishness (Campbell

et al., 2004), opportunistic behaviour (Malhotra & Gino, 2011), unethi-

cal decisions (Tamborski et al., 2012) and low job satisfaction

(Harvey & Martinko, 2009).

Although psychological entitlement is generally viewed as a nega-

tive individual characteristic, Zitek and Vincent (2015) argued that it

can encourage creativity. For instance, individuals with high psycho-

logical entitlement see themselves as unique and distinct from others

because investing effort to exhibit more unique or novel ideas

(Vincent & Kouchaki, 2016; Zitek & Vincent, 2015). The need to be

different, special and unique stimulates the desire to stand out from

the masses (e.g. on digital platforms) while generating novel ideas and

performing creatively. Given that creative self-efficacy helps individ-

uals persist in their creative tasks, as we mentioned earlier, we believe

psychological entitlement will reinforce that belief and result in indi-

viduals persisting harder. Specifically, psychological entitlement would

bring out individuals' psychological ownership over their ideas, make

them appear to stick out from the crowd of other digital platform

members and make them seem extraordinary and novel (Campbell

et al., 2004). This could lead to the assertion of the novelty of their

ideas being recognized by others due to their seemingly psychological

bond with their ideas and apparent enthusiasm over them and the

superiority they exert over others (Harvey & Martinko, 2009;

O'Leary-Kelly et al., 2017).

Although psychological entitlement may moderate the mediated

relationship between self-rated creativity, creative self-efficacy and

the other-rated novelty of the creative ideas, we suggest that it might

not apply to other-rated usefulness of creative ideas. This is because

the sense of psychological entitlement mainly comes with one's view

of creativity as being a unique, rare and novel attribute

(Amabile, 1996; Vincent & Kouchaki, 2016). Simply put, psychological

entitlement could be favourable in certain contexts, such as involve-

ment in creative tasks on digital platforms, where uniqueness and

rareness are key to success (Dollinger, 2003; Goncalo & Staw, 2006).

Entitled creative employees usually emphasize being different from

others. Therefore, they often ask for special and unique privileges and

offer creative problem solutions. Similarly, Zitek and Vincent (2015)
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suggested that the greater the uniqueness an individual strives for,

the more likely they are to generate novel ideas. This might be partic-

ularly true in a digital work setting, where a significant lack of immedi-

ate external feedback (e.g. a supervisor or colleagues) is present.

Individuals who strongly believe that they deserve preferential

rewards and treatment, with little consideration of actual quality or

performance, might be more likely to persist in continuing their crea-

tive efforts, persuading outsourcers of the novelty of their presented

solutions.

However, usefulness is less straightforward when compared with

novelty (Diedrich et al., 2015). Usefulness is better suited to realistic

creative solutions that do not change the status quo and are perhaps

more applicable than radical creative ideas that are stimulated by

high novelty (Runco et al., 2005). Therefore, it might be the case that

ideas generated fail in these individuals' attempt to solve the actual

problem and offer useful creative solutions, but still accomplish the

specific requirements in terms of novelty. Thus, we predict the

following:

Hypothesis 2. Psychological entitlement moderates the

relationship between self-rated creativity and other-

rated novelty (a) in creative ideas, which is mediated by

creative self-efficacy, but not the other-rated usefulness

(b) in creative ideas.

We present our research model with hypotheses in Figure 1.

3 | RESEARCH DESIGN

Our empirical research design includes both field (platform workers;

Study 1) and experimental (laboratory; Study 2) studies. Our two stud-

ies are complementary and address each other's limitations. Field

Study 1 tests the model on gig-working Amazon Mechanical Turk pro-

fessionals. This study examines the proposed relationships in a natural

digital work setting, while still controlling for the nature (complexity,

level of creativity) of the task our recruited participants performed.

Experimental Study 2 enabled us to manipulate the levels of creativity

in a digital experiment setting and thereby influence self-rated

creativity. This approach allows us to infer causality in the studied

relationships and alleviate potential concerns about endogeneity and

reverse causation. In both cases, external experts were raters

(i.e. other-rated creativity) on the two criteria of creativity: novelty

and usefulness.

4 | STUDY 1: METHODS

4.1 | Sample

This study was conducted through Amazon Mechanical Turk (a digital

labour platform) and included 245 working professionals; 56.7% were

male, and about 63.3% were younger than 35 years. Participants were

paid $2.50 for an assigned time of around 15 min. The majority of par-

ticipants had acquired a bachelor-level degree (58%), all of them were

based in the United States, and the majority had more than 11 years

of work experience (51%).

4.2 | Measures

A structured questionnaire with a 7-point Likert-type scale with

anchors of 7 = strongly agree and 1 = strongly disagree was used to

measure all of the constructs in this study, aside from the controlled

variables.

4.2.1 | Creative self-efficacy

We used Tierney and Farmer's (2002) three-item measure of creative

self-efficacy. Sample items include ‘I have confidence in my ability to

solve problems creatively’ and ‘I feel that I am good at generating

novel ideas’ (α = .86).

Self-rated creativity was assessed using a five-item measure

adopted from the scale of Zhou and George (2001). Sample items

include ‘I consider diverse sources of information in generating new

ideas’ and ‘I spend considerable time sifting through information that

helps generate new ideas’ (α = .82).

F IGURE 1 Moderated-mediation model with
hypotheses

ČERNE ET AL. 5



4.2.2 | Psychological entitlement

Campbell et al.'s (2004) nine-item scale (α = .80) was used to measure

psychological entitlement (e.g. ‘I honestly feel I'm just more deserving

than others’ and ‘Great things should come to me’).

4.2.3 | Control variables

We controlled for demographic variables, such as age, gender, educa-

tion and work experience, as prior research indicated they represent

significant correlates of creativity (Caniëls & Rietzschel, 2013;

Hernaus et al., 2019; Hirst et al., 2009; Taylor et al., 2020).

4.3 | Design and procedure

The 245 participants recruited from the digital platform answered an

online questionnaire, which was used to examine the interaction

between self-rated creativity, creative self-efficacy and psychological

entitlement, based on an online creative task with two stages. The

participants were notified that the research aimed to generate ideas

for a new platform, which would be a worker-friendly environment

alternative to the currently available platforms. The survey took about

15 min to complete. The first part of the survey included the first

assigned creativity task and creative self-efficacy assessment. The

instructions stated,

You are tasked to design a framework to further

improve the platform for workers. You need to come

up with novel and potentially useful ideas.

Before you develop the details of this framework for

the meeting, you have to spend a few minutes devel-

oping your own list of options.

Using the text below, please take at least 5 minutes to

think carefully and write down a list of ideas for build-

ing a great platform for ONLINE (tailored to the partici-

pants, such as MTurk) workers.

The second part of the survey included the second assigned crea-

tivity task, psychological entitlement and demographic information.

The second creativity task, which all participants performed, involved

choosing and describing one gig worker's idea listed in the first task,

which was constructed according to the logic applied by Ritter et al.

(2012), along with the following instructions:

Here is TASK 2, which follows up on your previously

listed ideas. Please take a few minutes to choose one

of the most creative ideas on your list and describe it

in detail below.

Each gig worker's creativity was assessed by two independent

raters who were blind to the purpose of the study (experts and

evaluators in the field of creativity, respectively, regarding novelty

and usefulness) on a scale ranging from 1 = not at all novel to

7 = very novel and from 1 = not at all useful to 7 = very useful.

Generally, in terms of platform improvement suggestions, these

ideas can be classified into pay (e.g. increasing compensation and

bitcoin), non-monetary rewards (e.g. advancement and skill levels),

software (e.g. mobile-friendly), platform reputation (e.g. efforts

related to increased perceptions of trust and social media market-

ing), interface/graphics (e.g. holograms and colours) and social col-

laboration (e.g. chat boxes and videoconferences among the

crowds).

An example of an idea rated high in novelty is ‘Christmas Parties

and Summer Cook-outs, themes could be chosen for each event like a

Christmas Luau or Summer Snow In’, whereas an example of an idea

high in usefulness is ‘Each experienced participant has the possibility

to have direct contact with a newcomer, thus answering questions

and giving him/her tips for the first time. This exchange would be vol-

untary and could take place directly on the platform. Perhaps that

would also relieve the “help center” of such platforms, since there

would be the possibility to write directly to his/her mentors. In addi-

tion, one would experience more interaction, thus less anonymity and

impersonality on such platforms’. An example of an idea rated low in

novelty is ‘The higher the skill level, the more payout for tasks’,
whereas an idea low in usefulness is ‘More assistance to online

workers’.
The two raters' reliability [ICC(novelty)(2) = .85; ICC(usefulness)(2)

= .802] and agreement (average deviation(novelty) = .13; average

deviation(usefulness) = .04) were within conventional guidelines

(LeBreton & Senter, 2008). We averaged their ratings into the mea-

sures of creativity: novelty and usefulness.

5 | STUDY 1: RESULTS

The means and standard deviations of the focal variables are reported

in Table 1, along with the correlations among them.

5.1 | Hypothesis testing

To test our hypotheses, we first examined the mediation of creative

self-efficacy between self-rated creativity and other-rated creativity.

We followed standard procedures to examine this mediation using a

bootstrap approach (Preacher & Hayes, 2004). Drawing on 5000 ran-

dom samples using replacements from the full sample, we constructed

95% bias-corrected confidence intervals for the hypothesized indirect

mediating effects. For novelty as a dependent variable, the indirect

effect from the full sample was .719, and the confidence interval from

the bootstrap analysis excluded zero [.324, 1.138], whereas for useful-

ness as the dependent variable, the indirect effect from the full sam-

ple was .397, and the confidence interval from the bootstrap analysis

included zero [�.035, .669], supporting Hypotheses 1a and 1b (see

Table 2).
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Next, the moderated mediation Hypothesis 2 was expected to

show that psychological entitlement moderates the relationship

between the self-rated creativity and other-rated novelty of creativity,

but not the other-rated usefulness of creativity mediated by creative

self-efficacy. Table 3 presents the moderated mediation results with

the conditional indirect path coefficient and the 95% confidence

intervals using the PROCESS macro.

The results showed that the mediated relationship for novelty as

the dependent variable was supported at all levels of psychological

entitlement; for high levels of psychological entitlement (+1 SD above

the mean), the conditional effect size was .765 (unstandardized confi-

dence intervals excluded zero: the lower bound = .424, and the upper

bound = 1.101). For medium levels of psychological entitlement, the

conditional effect size was .725 (unstandardized confidence intervals

excluded zero: the lower bound = .511, and the upper bound = .960).

For low levels of psychological entitlement (�1 SD below the mean),

the conditional effect size was .685 (unstandardized confidence inter-

vals excluded zero: the lower bound = .439, and the upper

bound = .999).

We further examined the interaction graph for the moderating

role of psychological entitlement on the relationship between creative

self-efficacy and other-rated novelty, as shown in Figure 2. As

expected, other-rated novelty was generally higher for crowdworkers

who had high psychological entitlement. In addition, compared with

those with lower levels of psychological entitlement, crowdworkers

with higher psychological entitlement received higher other-rated

novelty, even when their creative self-efficacy was low, indicating a

compensation effect between the two. No mediated relationship

among self-rated creativity, creative self-efficacy and other-rated use-

fulness was found significant at any of the levels of psychological enti-

tlement (moderator), as expected. Therefore, Hypothesis 2 was

supported.

6 | STUDY 2: METHODS

6.1 | Experimental design, sample, procedure and
manipulations

To control for the potential effect of a specific MTurk digital context

and to establish causality among our studied relationships, we con-

ducted an online experimental study with 167 part-time (after-work)

master's-level human resource management (HRM) students at an all-

English programme at an EU-based university (in Slovenia). The age of

TABLE 1 Study 1: means, standard deviations, alpha reliabilities and correlations among variables

Variables Means SD Alpha 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1. Gender 1.57 .50 n.a. -

2. Age 3.22 .68 n.a. .16* -

3. Education 1.76 .60 n.a. �.12 .11 -

4. Work experience 3.16 .98 n.a. .12 .60** �.06 -

5. Creativity 2.95 1.27 n.a. �.13* .25** .09 .05 -

6. Novelty 3.01 1.48 n.a. �.04 .24** .09 .08 .90** -

7. Usefulness 2.89 1.36 n.a. �.20** .20** .07 .01 .88** .59** -

8. Self-rated creativity 3.80 .62 .82 .06 .13* �.06 .30** .07 .04 .10 -

9. Creative self-efficacy 3.97 .69 .86 .13 .07 .24** .24** .27** .29** .18** .65** -

10. Psychological entitlement 2.85 .66 .80 .08 .05 .08 .08 .10 .01 .17** .12 .27**

Note: N = 245. Age was classified into five classes: 1 = Less than 18, 2 = 18–24, 3 = 25–34, 4 = 35–54, 5 = 55 and over. Education was classified into

five classes: 1 = Junior High school diploma, 2 = Senior high school diploma, 3 = Bachelor's degree, 4 = Master's degree, 5 = Doctorate degree. For

gender, 1 = female, 2 = male.

*p < .05. **p < .01.

TABLE 2 Study 1: results of the mediation analysis with the
PROCESS macro (Model 4)

Dependent variable Novelty Usefulness

Constant 1.042 (1.344) 1.385 (1.291)

Self-rated creativity .65 (.35) .02 (.34)

Age .31 (.29) .53 (.28)

Gender �.15 (.33) �.69* (.32)

Education .04 (.28) .02 (.27)

Work experience �.04 (.21) �.19 (.21)

Creative self-efficacy

(mediator)

.98** (.31) .35 (.29)

F 2.215 2.702

df (6, 238) (6, 238)

R2 .176 .129

Conditional indirect

(mediated) effect (95%

bootstrapped confidence

intervals)

.719 (.204)

(LLCI: .324,

ULCI: 1.138)

.397 (.083)

(LLCI: �.035,

ULCI: .669)

Note: N = 245. Unstandardized coefficients are reported.

Abbreviations: LLCI, lower level confidence interval; ULCI, upper level

confidence interval.

*p < .05. **p < .01.
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the participants ranged from 19 to 55 years, with a mean age of

27.83 years (SD = 7.26). Approximately 58% were female, and 38%

had between 9 and 15 years of work experience.

The experiment was conducted in a digital setting and followed

the task and procedures designed and previously validated in a lab

experimental study by Škerlavaj et al. (2014). We also used these

authors' manipulations of different levels of individual creativity by

instructing participants in one condition to generate ideas low in

creativity (low creative idea generation) and those in the other group

to generate highly creative ideas (high creative idea generation).

The experimental task started by presenting an HRM scenario to

the participants. The participants were assigned the role of company

HR managers for a large car retailer. In the scenario, one of the com-

pany's branch managers has just resigned, and the company's HR

department must come up with a printed newspaper job advertise-

ment to find a replacement.

TABLE 3 Study 1: results of the moderated-mediation analyses with the PROCESS macro (Model 14)

Dependent variable Creativity (other-rated) Novelty (other-rated) Usefulness (other-rated)

Constant �.142 (2.428) 2.133 (2.833) �2.418 (2.622)

Self-rated creativity �.262 (.585) �.614** (.195) .091 (.181)

Age .567** (.147) .510** (.171) .624** (.158)

Gender �.494** (.157) �.321 (.184) �.667** (.167)

Education �.013 (.129) .017 (.150) �.042 (.139)

Work experience �.199* (.102) �.116 (.119) �.281* (.110)

Creative self-efficacy (mediator) .892 (.585) .761 (.683) 1.022 (.632)

Psychological entitlement (moderator) 455 (.848) �.547 (.990) 1.457 (.916)

F 6.337 6.453 5.984

df (8, 236) (8, 236) (8, 236)

R2 .178 .180 .169

Conditional indirect effect of self-rated

creativity on other-rated creativity at the

low level of psychological entitlement (95%

bootstrapped confidence intervals)

.489 (.102) (LLCI: .296, ULCI:

.699)

.685 (.136) (LLCI: .439, ULCI:

.999)

.306 (.189) (LLCI: �.043, ULCI:

.699)

Conditional indirect effect of self-rated

creativity on other-rated creativity at the

medium level of psychological entitlement

(95% bootstrapped confidence intervals)

.441 (.085) (LLCI: .284, ULCI:

.617)

.725 (.114) (LLCI: .511, ULCI:

.960)

.156 (.096) (LLCI: �.021, ULCI:

.354)

Conditional indirect effect of self-rated

creativity on other-rated creativity at the

high level of psychological entitlement

(95% bootstrapped confidence intervals)

.392 (.141) (LLCI: .107, ULCI:

.689)

.765 (.171) (LLCI: .424, ULCI:

1.101)

.020 (.161) (LLCI: �.295, ULCI:

.354)

Note: N = 245. Unstandardized coefficients are reported.

Abbreviations: LLCI, lower level confidence interval; ULCI, upper level confidence interval.

*p < .05. **p < .01.

F IGURE 2 Study 1: The moderating role of
psychological entitlement in the relationship
between creative self-efficacy (CSE) and other-
rated creativity (novelty)
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6.1.1 | Creative idea generation manipulation

We randomly assigned the participants to two conditions. The partici-

pants received and read the case materials online and the instructions

to generate and write down (describe) ideas for a job advertisement.

Before that, we introduced our manipulations of low and high creative

idea generation, each for one condition. The manipulation consisted

of providing participants with online instructions coherent with partic-

ular creative idea generation inducement (based on Škerlavaj

et al., 2014):

[Low creative idea generation:] Your job is to generate

ideas about how this particular job advertisement

should look and what it should contain. Please do not

exaggerate with creativity; the ideas you put down

must be based directly on the case description.

[High creative idea generation:] Your job is to generate

highly creative ideas about how this particular job

advertisement should look and what it should contain.

Your ideas should be as creative and out-of-the-box as

possible.

6.2 | Measures

The same measures as in Study 1 were used, again using a 7-point

Likert scale ranging from 1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree.

The only addition was the electronic dependence scale (a four-item

measure asking participants to indicate their overall reliance on the

following forms of electronic communication: email, teleconferencing,

the use of collaborative software and electronic communication in

general) that was used as a control variable in all analyses.

Each individual's creativity was again assessed by two indepen-

dent raters. Their reliability [ICC(novelty)(2) = .60; ICC(usefulness)(2)

= .65] and agreement (average deviation(novelty) = .71; average

deviation(usefulness) = .69) were again within conventional guidelines,

so we proceeded to average their ratings into the measures of creativ-

ity: novelty and usefulness.

7 | STUDY 2: RESULTS

The means and standard deviations (in parentheses) of the focal vari-

ables are displayed in Table 4. As a manipulation check, multivariate

analysis of variance (MANOVA) showed the expected main effects of

the creative idea generation manipulation on self-rated creativity

(F[1,165] = 114.751, p < .01).

7.1 | Hypothesis testing

To test our hypotheses, we again first examined the mediation of cre-

ative self-efficacy between creative idea generation (manipulation)

and other-rated creativity with bootstrapping. For novelty as the

dependent variable, the indirect effect from the full sample was .132,

and the confidence interval from the bootstrap analysis excluded zero

[.037, .262], whereas for usefulness as the dependent variable, the

indirect effect from the full sample was .153, and the confidence

interval from the bootstrap analysis included zero [�.035, .461], again

supporting Hypotheses 1a and 1b, as shown in Table 5.

TABLE 4 Study 2: means and standard deviations by condition

Condition Self-reported idea generation Creative self-efficacy Psychological entitlement Creativity

Low idea generation (n = 86) 4.16 (.54) 4.03 (1.20) 5.41 (.51) 5.03 (1.66)

High idea generation (n = 81) 4.97 (.42) 4.70 (1.00) 5.46 (.72) 4.84 (1.02)

Note: Standard deviations are in parentheses.

TABLE 5 Study 2: results of the mediation analysis with the
PROCESS macro (Model 4)

Dependent variable Novelty Usefulness

Constant 1.701 (.727)* 3.142 (1.303)*

Idea generation (self-rated

creativity) manipulation

�.09 (.18) �.57 (.33)

Age �.00 (.02) .01 (.02)

Gender .00 (.18) �.05 (.33)

Work experience in class .15 (.10) �.48 (.24)

Electronic dependence .43 (.08)** �.17 (.11)**

Creative self-efficacy

(mediator)

.24 (.08)** .28 (.15)

F 7.697 5.899

df (6, 157) (6, 157)

R2 .227 .184

Conditional indirect

(mediated) effect (95%

bootstrapped confidence

intervals)

.132 (.057)

(LLCI: .037,

ULCI: .262)

.153 (.128)

(LLCI: �.035,

ULCI: .461)

Note: N = 164. Unstandardized coefficients are reported. The results are

similar when replacing the idea generation manipulation variable with self-

reported idea generation. Upon the inclusion of controls, three more cases

with missing data on those variables were excluded. The results are similar

without the inclusion of control variables.

Abbreviations: LLCI, lower level confidence interval; ULCI, upper level

confidence interval.

*p < .05. **p < .01.
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Next, Table 6 presents the moderated mediation results with the

conditional indirect path coefficient and the 95% confidence intervals.

The results replicated the main results of Study 1, showing that

the mediated relationship for novelty as the dependent variable was

supported at all levels of psychological entitlement; for high levels of

psychological entitlement (+1 SD above the mean), the conditional

effect size was .110 (unstandardized confidence intervals excluded

zero: the lower bound = .000, and the upper bound = .230) with a p-

value of less than .01. For medium levels of psychological entitlement,

the conditional effect size was .106 (unstandardized confidence inter-

vals excluded zero: the lower bound = .024, and the upper

bound = .235) with a p-value of less than .01. For low levels of psy-

chological entitlement (�1 SD below the mean), the conditional effect

size was .101 (unstandardized confidence intervals excluded zero: the

lower bound = .019, and the upper bound = .318) with a p-value of

less than .01.

The interaction graph for the moderating role of psychological

entitlement in the relationship between creative self-efficacy and

other-rated novelty followed a similar pattern as in Study 1 (Figure 2),

as crowdworkers with higher psychological entitlement received

higher other-rated novelty, even when their creative self-efficacy was

low, as a compensation effect. Once again, no mediated relationship

among self-rated creativity, creative self-efficacy and other-rated use-

fulness was found significant at any of the levels of psychological

entitlement (moderator), as expected. Therefore, the support

of Hypothesis 2 from field Study 1 was replicated in experimental

Study 2.

8 | DISCUSSION

8.1 | Theoretical contributions

The set of field and experimental studies presented in this paper

offers important contributions to the field of creativity and research

on digital (gig) work. First, we contribute to the field by unravelling

the conditions under which self-rated creativity reliably translates into

better (more recognized) objectively (other) rated creativity. Our

research found support for the proposed self- versus other variations

in evaluations of novelty versus usefulness criterion of creativity in

digital work settings. We contribute to unravelling the under-

investigated process of creativity translation by exploring and testing

the mediating mechanisms of creative self-efficacy and the boundary

condition of psychological entitlement. This is important, as it

TABLE 6 Study 2: results of the moderated-mediation analyses with the PROCESS macro (Model 14)

Dependent variable Creativity (other-rated) Novelty (other-rated) Usefulness (other-rated)

Constant .320 (1.965) �.088 (1.728) .728 (3.179)

Idea generation (self-rated creativity)

manipulation

�.316 (.207) �.095 (.182) �.537 (.335)

Age .006 (.013) �.000 (.012) .013 (.022)

Gender �.038 (.204) �.040 (.179) �.036 (.330)

Work experience in class �.142 (.115) .046 (.285) �.473 (.185)*

Electronic dependence .470 (.094)** .407 (.082)** .532 (.152)**

Creative self-efficacy (mediator) .414 (.483) .099 (.425) .729 (.782)

Psychological entitlement (moderator) .470 (.094) .363 (.288) .447 (.529)

F 7.034 7.143 4.487

df (8, 155) (8, 155) (8, 155)

R2 .266 .269 .188

Conditional indirect effect of self-rated

creativity on other-rated creativity at the

low level of psychological entitlement (95%

bootstrapped confidence intervals)

.133 (.110) (LLCI: .020, ULCI:

.449)

.101 (.076) (LLCI: .019, ULCI:

.318)

.166 (.167) (LLCI: �.012, ULCI:

.613)

Conditional indirect effect of self-rated

creativity on other-rated creativity at the

medium level of psychological entitlement

(95% bootstrapped confidence intervals)

.123 (.082) (LLCI: .012, ULCI:

.326)

.106 (.054) (LLCI: .024, ULCI:

.235)

.139 (.141) (LLCI: �.058, ULCI:

.485)

Conditional indirect effect of self-rated

creativity on other-rated creativity at the

high level of psychological entitlement

(95% bootstrapped confidence intervals)

.114 (.087) (LLCI: �.051, ULCI:

.295)

.110 (.059) (LLCI: .000, ULCI:

.230)

.118 (.152) (LLCI: �.486, ULCI:

.081)

Note: N = 164. Unstandardized coefficients are reported. The results are similar when replacing the idea generation manipulation variable with self-

reported idea generation.

Abbreviations: LLCI, lower level confidence interval; ULCI, upper level confidence interval.

*p < .05. **p < .01.
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contributes to the literature on self–other ratings of creativity (Ng &

Feldman, 2012) in the context of digital work by isolating both contin-

gencies and channelling mechanisms of obtaining tangible creativity.

Our findings complement studies that link creative self-efficacy

and creativity (Carmeli & Schaubroeck, 2007; Tierney &

Farmer, 2011) and confirm vast amounts of research supporting the

clear link between self-rated creativity and creativity rated by others.

However, as we show, the link between self-rated creativity and

other-rated creativity becomes more aligned for gig workers under

specific conditions explained by creative self-efficacy as an underlying

mechanism and psychological entitlement as a boundary condition,

and only for the novelty criterion of creativity. Moreover, following

the previous studies' recommendations to further explore how digital

technology may link to creativity in digital settings (Amabile, 2020;

Bunjak et al., 2021; Oldham & Da Silva, 2015; Olszak et al., 2018;

Wong et al., 2021), our research contributes to a better understanding

of how gig workers might close the gap between self- and other-rated

creativity, thereby remaining competitive and ensuring recognition of

their creative work on digital labour platforms. As we argued, this is

particularly relevant because obtaining recognition in digital work set-

tings represents a challenging task, as gig workers often work under

restricted and vague working conditions (Lee & van Dolen, 2015;

Seidel et al., 2010). Specifically, whether an individual will be able to

convince others of their creativity depends on self-belief in their crea-

tive ability and belief that they deserve recognition, because these

workers are usually deprived of external feedback (Wong et al., 2021),

and must manage the creative work on their own. Our results show

that both creative self-efficacy and psychological entitlement play an

important self-regulatory role for gig workers' ideas to be recognized

in novelty, but not usefulness.

Our second contribution is directed at creativity literature by dis-

tinguishing the two dimensions of creativity. Whereas the extant

research generally recognizes different facets of the two distinct cri-

teria of creativity (novelty and usefulness; Diedrich et al., 2015), there

is surprisingly little explicit research on them (Oldham & Baer, 2012).

As suggested by Oldham and Baer (2012), it might be the case that

different contexts, and in our scenario, digital work settings, may have

different effects on the two criteria of creativity, novelty and useful-

ness. Thus, this distinction was one of the key elements of our investi-

gation. In fact, showing differences in the tested mediation and

moderated-mediation models and demonstrating that creative self-

efficacy and psychological entitlement matter as mechanisms or

boundary conditions in digital contexts for novelty, but not usefulness,

acts as an important stepping stone in understanding the different

characteristics of key creativity criteria (Miron-Spektor &

Beenen, 2015; Zhou et al., 2017). This finding aligns with previous

researchers suggesting that idea generation tasks may invoke novelty

but frequently fail to meet the usefulness criterion of creativity

(Runco et al., 2005).

Our findings also point out that creative self-efficacy and psycho-

logical entitlement act in a substituting manner; when creative self-

efficacy is low, psychological entitlement enables individuals to stand

out from the crowd and ‘convince’ outsourcers of the superiority and

novelty of their ideas. In other words, gig workers who feel a strong

psychological bond with their creative ideas eventually succeed in

making these ideas score high in novelty, but fail to convince others

that their ideas are useful. As noted, low creative self-efficacy means

low belief in one's ability to be creative, but surprisingly, in our study,

low creative self-efficacy had no negative impact on novelty when

psychological entitlement was high. Hence, even if people do not

believe in their creative ability, if they are invested and hold a strong

belief that their creative ideas are worthwhile, they nevertheless man-

age to convince others of the novelty of these ideas. The current

paper thus challenges assumptions prevailing in the existing literature

and tests them in digital environments, specifically conceptualizing a

novel role of psychological entitlement in these settings. Individuals

with a cognitive pattern of expecting rewards and preferential treat-

ment might not be misfitting in digital environments, but in fact thrive,

as they are able to get their creative work recognized by others, even

under restricted communication conditions within the platform-

mediated community (Wong et al., 2021). Our study extends this

notion by providing a better understanding of gig worker profiles and

their individual characteristics that outsourcers may use, depending

on specific task requirements characterized by novelty and/or

usefulness.

The third contribution of this study involves adding to the litera-

ture on work in the digital setting by highlighting the process of

obtaining creative content from gig workers in the digital environ-

ment, responding to calls to reveal the specific conditions that support

creativity (Amabile, 2020; Bunjak et al., 2021; Oldham & Da

Silva, 2015; Olszak et al., 2018; Seidel et al., 2010; Wong et al., 2021).

In this way, we highlight the underlying processes and boundary con-

ditions that may ensure a preferential treatment system for gig

workers and enable creativity in a digital setting, challenging and

extending literature on creative digital workers' in the IS field, as well

as research on creativity in general.

In comparison with traditional workplaces, examining the details

of the relationship between subjective (self-rated) and objective

(other-rated) creativity was shown to be an important topic in the dig-

ital labour market, as digital workers are often self-employed, and they

are heavily dependent on their own evaluations and self-perceptions

of creativity, a skill that is frequently missing external feedback or

face-to-face supervisor/co-worker support (Richter et al., 2018). Thus,

understanding gig workers' self-regulatory mechanisms that may con-

tribute to their creative work is of key importance on digital platforms.

Increasingly, digital workers are not only being recruited to tackle rou-

tine tasks via the internet, but are also being asked to solve complex

problems that require creative inputs (Martinez, 2015; Palacios

et al., 2016; Pink et al., 2017). On similar platforms, existing research

indicated that more effort does not necessarily produce better crea-

tive and innovative outputs (Gamber et al., 2022). Further exploring

for more detail and an explanation of possible mechanisms and

boundary conditions that may capture creativity in the gig economy,

our study aimed to provide a better understanding of the self-

regulatory mechanisms and boundary conditions that help digital

workers capitalize on their creativity.
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The current findings challenge existing IS research on fostering

creativity that attempts to link the IS field with ideas derived from

management theory and organizational psychology, such as a

resource-based view of the design of creativity support systems

(Olszak et al., 2018), exploration–exploitation capabilities (Benitez

et al., 2018) or artificial intelligence and creativity (Amabile, 2020). By

elaborating and further generalizing research on the role of creative

self-efficacy and psychological entitlement for creativity, we extend

the existing literature and enhance the understanding of creative pro-

cesses in digital environments. Our investigation responds to a per-

haps overly narrow focus of IS research on creativity (Bunjak

et al., 2021; Seidel et al., 2010; Wong et al., 2021), which is predomi-

nantly focused on technological aspects and the IT context. We

expand this research by focusing on the self-regulatory mechanisms

of individuals in platform settings, which shape the understanding of

creative processes in the gig economy. Psychological entitlement,

relating to an individual's self-beliefs around the idea that they are

more deserving than others, is a key mechanism in this regard. While

often embodying a negative connotation, our study has shown that

psychological entitlement fosters perceptions of uniqueness and

thereby contributes to a gig worker's ideas being recognized as novel.

Taken together, our field and experimental studies enabled us to

test our model in natural and experimental settings (both digitally),

contributing to both external and internal validity, and testing the cau-

sality of the proposed relationships. This two-study approach pro-

vided us with a rather generalizable investigation of the posited

explanatory mechanisms and boundary conditions of translating self-

rated creativity into other-rated creativity (novel versus useful) in digi-

tal work settings.

8.2 | Practical implications

Our findings offer several implications for the practice of fostering

creativity in the gig economy. Nowadays, information technology cre-

ates an unprecedented environment that has great potential to nour-

ish individuals' creativity (Seidel et al., 2010). The novel research

avenue that our study captures is related to managing self–other per-

ceptions of creativity. We conclude that individuals who rate their

creative contributions highly are not always and not necessarily able

to translate these perceptions into actual creativity recognized by

others. This point matters, because only when creative work is recog-

nized and valued by others can it ultimately bring tangible value to

those who order services on digital platforms and to those who

deliver it (Kazan et al., 2018).

Another actionable piece of advice from our results is that plat-

forms should invest additional effort into building up the capacities of

creative self-efficacy in digital workers, through providing training

opportunities for creative work or by helping them to better assess

their creative work and build their creative confidence. It is possible

to build the capacity of creative self-efficacy by implementing creativ-

ity trainings (e.g. creative thinking skills, creativity enhancement tech-

niques and development of creative cognitive abilities, such as

problem abstraction, horizontal knowledge search and horizontal

transfer) (Byrge & Tang, 2015; Vally et al., 2019). Creative self-

efficacy ratings could be constructed as part of gig workers' character-

istics assessments provided by the platform, whereby outsourcers

could choose, and filter individuals based on such assessments. Even

self-ratings would be valuable in this regard, as gig workers could fill

out the Tierney and Farmer's (2002) three-item measure of creative

self-efficacy that focuses on gig workers' confidence in their ability to

solve problems creatively by generating novel ideas. Creative self-

efficacy thus seems key for individuals in the gig economy, enabling

them to translate their creative potential into other-rated creativity.

Psychological entitlement as a salient identifying factor of gig

workers' creativity requires additional nuanced deliberation. It has

been shown that psychological entitlement is higher in young genera-

tions (Harvey & Martinko, 2009), and often young people are the

working force on digital labour platforms. As suggested in our study,

gig workers who feel that they deserve more than others were able to

excel at novelty, but not usefulness of creative ideas. This has impor-

tant practical implications, particularly if the intention of outsourcers

via platforms is to acquire creativity that is prioritizing novelty over

usefulness (i.e. in situations when extremely radical or outside-of-the-

box ideas are required), outsourcers may select gig workers who score

high on psychological entitlement, as it helps digital workers to deliver

novel ideas. Moreover, it is worth considering that if the intention of

outsourcers is to search for the usefulness of creative ideas, a high

level of psychological entitlement is not desirable. Such individuals

tend to ‘fall in love’ with their ideas too much, developing a mistaken

perception of their work without realizing that their creativity does

not meet both creativity criteria. Therefore, psychological entitlement

should not be deemed as an exclusively desirable characteristic of gig

workers, but should be valued and chosen selectively according to

specific creative work requirements. In the digital setting, this might

be particularly important, as outsourcers perhaps are in fact interested

in only one (or the other) dimension of creativity in the work they

solicit on platforms. Moreover, digital platforms may integrate

machine learning and algorithms features that would save time and

resources for outsourcers by allowing them an easier selection of the

gig workers (Al-Radaideh & Al Nagi, 2012) based on gig workers' pre-

vious successful creative work, specifically expressed in novelty.

8.3 | Limitations and future research directions

As with any research, this study is not without limitations. A key limi-

tation can be seen in our reliance on Amazon Mechanical Turk crowd-

workers in Study 1 and digital experiment participants in Study 2. This

was a logical decision because our theorizing was based on this set-

ting, and the context of digital work was an integral part of our inves-

tigation. Nevertheless, future researchers could test the associations

posited in our study on a sample of different types of crowdworkers,

potentially on platforms that allow them to be more creative during

their everyday work (e.g. Innocentive and IdeXlab) as opposed to pre-

scribing them a creative task. This would enable a comparison to and
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contrast of our findings to further highlight the role of the context in

shaping digital workers' creativity. Further, researchers could specifi-

cally focus on the technical characteristics of the digital setting or the

platform, involve different types of platforms (Trabucchi et al., 2021)

and further investigate the interplay between individuals and informa-

tion technology features in stimulating gig workers' creative

processes.

Additional studies of a larger spectrum of digital workers and/or

longitudinal studies would be desirable to generalize our findings.

Future researchers should replicate and reproduce this investigation

by generalizing and re-validating the measurement instruments used

in the digital setting on other platforms and potentially focus more on

the discriminant validity between creative self-efficacy and self-rated

creativity, which exhibited a significant correlation (r = .65) in Study

1. Future researchers could also look into different types of self-

efficacy that might be important for explaining the basic proposed

relationship between self-rated creativity and other-rated creativity in

the crowdwork setting, such as occupational self-efficacy (Schyns &

Von Collani, 2002), problem-solving self-efficacy (Chesney

et al., 2006) or digital self-efficacy. An alternative approach to defining

creativity dimensions, one that delineates novelty, appropriateness

and impact (Pfiffer, 2012), could also be applied and looked into. In

addition, other-ratings, although widely considered more objective

than self-ratings, can also not claim to be objective, which is why fur-

ther research could use other objective measures (e.g. ratings from

platforms, number of ideas provided in creative tasks and monetary

capitalization) of creativity.

9 | CONCLUSION

Our two studies, field and experimental, focused on the translation of

self-rated creativity into other-rated creativity in digital work settings,

which contributes to the theory and practice of creativity and IS

literature intersections. We pointed out the importance of considering

the separate dimensions of creativity, novelty and usefulness,

recommended as an important avenue on creativity by prior research.

Furthermore, our studies helped corroborate the mixed findings on

self–other creativity ratings in traditional organizational settings

by suggesting creative self-efficacy as an important mediator

between subjectively perceived and externally recognized creativity in

a digital environment. More precisely, we suggest that this process

crucially depends on individuals' sense of psychological entitlement,

which makes them expect their creative work to be valued and evalu-

ated as creative by others. This research aims to stimulate further

insights into the processes of translating subjective perceptions of

one's creativity into creativity recognized by outsourcers in a digital

setting.
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